
HLF 2700



Design your 

       Espresso 
Every HLF coffee machine is produced with passion and accuracy on 
details where technology meets the Italian design.

The real Italian Espresso and the finest milk foam produced from the HLF
2700 makes possible every drink desired. As a super-automatic coffee
machine the HLF 2700 is capable to extract the best aroma from any 
variety of coffee beans providing unique experiences.

TheThe HLF 2700 has all the essential characteristics to be the perfect
“ coffee partner ” for every environment.





Touch Screen ( Size 10’’) 

Capable to play images gallery and
videos. The intuitive interface layout,
makes every operations simple and
easy. The swap and copy functions allow
to create or change drink recipes in
few instants.few instants.

Colors

- White
- Bronze (Optional)
- Grey      (Optional)
- Black     (Optional)

Discover 2700

Drip  tray 

1,5 Lt capacity

Cup sensor

(Optional) to detect the
presence of the cup.



Three size of beans hopper 

- 0,3 kg (Optional)
- 0,6 kg
- 1,0 kg  (Optional)

Cup Raiser

(Optional) Adjustable cup raiser
for different cup size
(from 4 to 12 ounces)

Milk fridge connection

An easy and clean pass-through
for the milk -line.

Bypass Coffee 

For pre-ground coffee
(eg decaffeinated) and
many different coffee 
qualities.



Remote Control System for a complete control of the machine 
including drink recipes, statistic, error messages, video setting and 
much more.

Two large powder containers to offer a large 
variety of selections (eg chocolate, french vanilla, etc).

HLF CLOUDS

Instant Powders

Thanks to the built in cleaning agent tank, the HLF 2700
is able to clean itself according to the setting saved in the
internal calendar.

Self Cleaning Cycle

Software

Strong and solid coffee brewer with variable coffee chamber
able to dispense true Italian espresso and large american coffee.

Coffee Group

Sophisticate but easy at the same time, very reactive and 
fully customizable. 

Features



Colors

Configure your 2700
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